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PanelMate Power Pro Version 2.21 Errata 
 
Part Number: 01-50582-00 
March 31, 2003 
 
 
* Configuration Editor Issues * 
 
1. When importing PanelMate Series configurations (V2.11 import) into a database using PanelMate Power 

Pro configuration editor V1.10 and higher, the page numbers and page titles may not correctly identify the 
information contained in the page.  When the configuration was created in the older DOS editor, the order 
that the pages were created will dictate the order that they are imported.  For example, if a five page 
configuration was created where page 3 was created first, followed by pages 1, 5, 4, 0, and 2, then the 
page labeled page 0 would have page 3’s information, page 1 would be correct, page 2 would have page 
5’s information, page 3 would have page 4’s information, page 4 would have page 0’s information and 
page 5 would have page 2’s information.  To resolve this issue, either import V2.11 configurations using 
an earlier version of the configuration editor (V1.01SR2 and earlier) or change page numbers and titles to 
correct the errors after the import. 

 
2. When a PanelMate PC Pro configuration is created the system parameter for “Direct Select” is not 

automatically enabled and must be enabled by the user. 
 
3. When using tag files in the editor, those tag names must not contain certain characters that have special 

meaning within PanelMate’s address syntax.  Those illegal characters are: # $    ?   :   (comma) ,    (   )   
{   }   [   ] 

 
4. When an application with non-zero symbol origin offsets is imported, those offsets are set to zero.  To 

avoid this, during symbol creation add a transparent object, such as a line or rectangle, to the desired 
symbol to place the origin above and to the left of the visible portion of the symbol.  If the symbol has 
already been imported, insert it to a blank page, select it using the Edit-Select All function, and break the 
symbol using the Object-Break Symbol function.  Add the transparent object in the upper left origin of the 
objects then re-make the symbol using the Object-Make Symbol function using the same name as the 
original symbol. 

 
5. When attempting to use Display and Variable-Sized Display templates to display ASCII data, the editor 

will report illegal characters in the expression when using the #ASCXX format.  Select ”yes” to continue 
and save the changes.  It will work online. 

 
6. If a configuration’s System Parameters has enabled extended fonts and it is copied and pasted in the 

database treeview window, an error saying “Enable Extended Fonts” is generated even though the box 
appears to be checked in the copied configuration.  Disable this option, save, and then re-enable it to 
correct this problem. 

 
7. The page editor displays the Page Banner, Alarm Window, Cancel Area, and Default Button areas as 

they would appear online based on what parts of the flexible page layout are selected. The alarm area 
shows examples of typical alarms that have nothing to do with the user’s configuration.  Some customers 
have been confused by the alarm text appearing in the editor and have asked how to modify it.  The text 
cannot be modified and does not appear in the online application.  It is only used to help the user 
visualize the online area of the alarm window. 

 
8. In the System Parameters section of a PanelMate PC Pro configuration you cannot set the startup page 

number to a page greater than 99 even though a PanelMate PC Pro configuration allows page numbers 
up to 199. 
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9. In the Message Library, if text is added or removed using the <CTRL> X, or <CTRL> V key combinations 
for Cut, and Paste, and no other changes are made in the library, the changes will not be reflected in the 
exported file even though they appear to be saved in the editor.  Use the “Clear”, or “Paste” buttons in the 
editor dialog box in place of the standard windows key combinations. 

 
10. When editing configurations that use the Allen-Bradley Remote I/O driver the system will sometimes 

generate an incorrect error prompt saying “Not Active Rack” when the user enters valid PLC references.  
If these invalid errors are ignored the configuration will correctly display the data when exported and 
loaded to an online PanelMate unit. 

 
 
* Run Mode Issues Common to PanelMate Power Pro/Series, PRO LT, & PC Pro * 
 
1. If a template is configured to have numeric control but the target address and input expression are not 

configured the unit will watchdog or generate a Dr. Watson error when the template is selected online. 
 
2. The table template will let you set the number of decimal places to 5 in the configuration editor, but in run 

mode the template will only show 4 decimal places. 
 
3. On pages that will be placing templates with control in the area normally reserved by the control button 

area, it is recommended that the page banner and cancel key areas be disabled as they will be 
overwritten by the control button window if it is moved. 

 
4. If floating-point references are used in either Bar Trend or Line Trend Templates and the floating-point 

value is greater than the maximum number that can be stored in an unsigned 32-bit word 
(4,294,967,295), the PanelMate unit will watchdog or generate a Dr. Watson Error.  Instead use scaled 
integer values for the trend references. 

 
5. If a configuration exits from screen saver mode and the current page selection contains Display 

templates or Variable-Sized Display templates that are showing messages with destination set for either 
printer or both (screen and printer), the display may lock up if the printer is either offline, out of paper, or 
disconnected. 

 
6. When modifying the PLC reference of a Maintenance Template and the two-column keypad is selected, 

the “Prev” button will be partially overwritten. 
 
7. The Value 2 expression in Readout and Bar Templates will not update when a Maintenance Template is 

“Active”. 
 
 
* Run Mode Issues Encountered Only On PanelMate Power Pro/Series & PRO LT * 
 
1. PanelMate Power Pro units will watchdog when running an application that has a network card configured 

(e.g. Allen-Bradley DH/DH+/RIO, Modicon Modbus Plus, GE GEnius IO, DeviceNet) and no network card 
is installed on the PanelMate. 

 
2. Changing the VCP unit from Run Mode to Offline Mode will produce a Watchdog Timeout error on non-

touchscreen units containing an RS485 driver (e.g. Allen-Bradley DH-485). 
 
3. It is not recommended to use more than two layers of symbols with alternate template visibility 

expressions and refresh affected graphics selected.  Furthermore, it is not recommended to use more 
than five pairs of symbols in this manner on a single page. Doing so places a large penalty on display 
change performance.  In those cases where display draw performance is an issue, variable-sized 
Graphics with multiple states should be used instead. 

 
4. Certain configurations may have characters in the font library corrupted over an extended period of time.  

Typically this will occur on a limited number of characters, for example part of the character “p” in the 
normal character font will disappear on all displays.  Rebooting the unit will reset the fonts to their correct 
visual representation. 
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* Run Mode Issues Encountered Only On PanelMate PC Pro * 
 
1. If a PanelMate PC Pro application uses an OPC server connection and the server name is blank or 

incorrectly entered in the OPC Setup dialog for the device in the PLC Name and Port Table, the 
configuration will generate a Dr. Watson error when it goes online. 

 
2. Text variables cannot be displayed using the DDE driver, and Floating Point variables will only display the 

integer portion of the value, truncating the digits after the decimal point. 
 

3. PanelMate PC Pro default fonts are not automatically installed in the Windows Font directory.  At the end 
of the installation of the Windows NT Runtime Executive, the user is prompted to install the PanelMate 
Fonts from the PMCONFIG\NTFONTS directory and to reboot the PC prior to running PanelMate PC Pro.  
These instructions must be followed for proper PanelMate PC Pro runtime operation.  The fonts 
may be installed by either using the Fonts setup from Control Panel or by copying the PanelMate fonts to 
the WINNT\Fonts directory using Explorer or My Computer.  For assistance, refer to your Windows NT 
online help, go to the Index tab and then to Installing: fonts – To install a new font to your computer. 
 

4. The runtime hardware key will not be recognized if the PC is not rebooted following PanelMate PC Pro 
Runtime software installation, and the system will indicate that it is in Demo Mode.  Reboot the PC 
following installation and the hardware key will be properly recognized. 
 

5. If a .pps file utilizes fonts which are modified from the original PanelMate fonts these modifications will not 
be displayed when using the installed Windows fonts.  A utility is available on the CD-ROM in the 
\UTILITY\TOOLS directory called Fontmaker.  Fontmaker can be run on a Windows 95 or Windows NT 
PC to create new PanelMate PC Pro runtime fonts that can then be installed on the target PC.  Read the 
file named fontmaker.txt in the same directory that describes the use of the utility.  Note: Fontmaker will 
not create double-high and quad fonts that have been redefined by the user. 
 

6. If PanelMate PC Pro Runtime is launched in unsecured mode (-u command line switch) on a display with 
only VGA (640 x 480) resolution, the extra screen space taken up by the windows frame and controls 
eliminates the bottom 16 pixels of the PanelMate display where Device/PLC communications error 
messages normally appear.  To view the communications error line either run in secure mode or to view 
a portion of the communication error line drag the title bar upwards by clicking and dragging the bottom of 
the window frame. 
 

7. NetSolver or Steeplechase VLC tag references that are not in the running project will cause parsing 
errors when going online.  The load process will terminate on the second such parsing error.  To avoid 
lengthy troubleshooting efforts it is best to export the project database to a .csv (comma separated 
variable) file using “Database Import/Export Wizard”, and configure that exported tag file as the “Tag File” 
in PanelMate’s PLC Name and Port Table for the NetSolver/Steeplechase VLC device.  The tags can 
then be directly selected using PanelMates tag file support features (See Appendix G in the PanelMate 
Power Series Configuration Editor User’s Guide). 

 
8. When communicating to NetSolver versions greater than V3.7 some configurations may lock up the 

PanelMate PC Pro NetSolver driver (Netsolver.exe) when the user changes pages while NetSolver is 
busy communicating to other applications on the PC (DDE/OPC clients, NetSolver Watch Window, etc.) 
and through a network operation such as OPC or remote wormhole clients.  Close the configuration and 
re-open it to clear the error condition.  To fix this permanently, upgrade the NetSolver application to V4.5 
that has a fix in the Dataexp3.DLL.  Alternately, you may upgrade to Steeplechase’s latest release of 
Visual Logic Controller (VLC) or just have the updated DLL sent to you through either Steeplechase or 
Cutler-Hammer technical support. 

 
9. PanelMate PC Pro does not support a Keyswitch, a Fault Relay, or an Audio Output device. 

 
10. Small, one-pixel differences may be experienced when comparing graphic objects drawn within the 

PanelMate Editor and PanelMate PC Pro Runtime Executive. In order to compensate for differences in 
the way the PanelMate PC Pro and PanelMate Power Series graphics libraries draw, the user may need 
to make adjustments within the editor to achieve the desired online graphic alignment. 
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11. If a configuration assigns a serial communication driver to a serial port which is not available within 
Windows NT an error dialog will appear when the configuration is run which says “Create Port Failure: 
The system cannot find the file specified.”  This may be followed by another error dialog stating “Write 
comm: The handle is invalid.  Check Ports and Devices from Control Panel to see if serial 
communications is properly configured or use Windows NT Diagnostics (Administrative Tools) to 
troubleshoot possible conflicts.  If using a serial mouse, touchscreen, or other serial device, make sure 
that the port is not already assigned. 
 

12. If a configuration is using the Allen-Bradley Data Highway or Data Highway Plus I/O driver and the SST 
5136-SD card is not properly configured, an error will appear when the configuration is run which says 
“Can’t Create Procedure Pointer to SS ……. – The specified module could not be found.”  Check the 
installation procedure for the 5136-SD card.  If it is properly installed you should be able to view the driver 
resources from the Windows NT Diagnostics under Administrative Tools in the Start-Programs menu.  
Under the Resources tab, I/O Port Settings and Memory Settings, the ssTechDrvr should appear at the 
addresses configured during installation (Default: I/O Port: 0250-0257; Memory: 000D0000-000D7FFF).  
If the 5136-SD card is properly configured but not installed or is not functioning properly the error 
message will say “SS – OpenCardfailed: can’t open Dh/Dh+ device (dhplan): 20000116.  If this is the 
case check the physical installation of the S&S card to make sure that it is properly seated in the 
backplane of the PC.  If it is properly seated and the driver is properly configured you may have a 
hardware failure in either the PC backplane or on the SST card. 
 

13. If the PanelMate .pps file fails to run or generates a Dr. Watson error when trying to load, it is most likely 
caused by an address reference error somewhere in the application.  To find the error run the verify utility 
from the Configuration editor.  If the verify utility fails to find any error review all references found on the 
page that is loading when the Exception Error occurs and check to make sure that all references are 
entered correctly.  Use the print-PLC Cross-Reference function to view all references, or use the “Tag 
File” button in the PLC Name and Port table and the “New…” button in the Tag Name dialog box to create 
a comma-separated variable (.csv) file with all the device references. 

 
14. If the PanelMate .pps file fails with the error “ReadPLCPortTab: Win Exec failed: error code = 2”, check to 

see if the associated communication driver installed properly by looking in the PMCONFIG\NTONLINE 
directory for the driver’s .exe file.  If the error occurs trying to run the NetSolver driver it could be that the 
driver was installed while NetSolver was already running or that the DataExp.dll file was not installed 
properly in the SOLVER\BIN directory by the NetSolver program installation. 
 
 

* Transfer Issues * 
 
1. If an Executive and Driver are queued with a configuration from the floppy drive, the transfer will fail 

during transfer of the Executive.  If you don’t queue the configuration and transfer it separately, or if you 
copy the configuration from the floppy drive to the hard drive it will work. 

 
2. When transferring to a PanelMate unit, the executive firmware drop down box identifies the choices as 

Power Pro or Power Series. Drivers, however, are identified only as Power Series even though the 
drivers work with both Power Pro and Power Series.  

 
3. When a configuration that overwrites existing passwords is transferred to a CSM (Configuration Storage 

Module) and subsequently downloaded to a PanelMate, the default passwords will not be overwritten. 
 
4. When using RSLinx to perform network transfers over Allen-Bradley networks you will need to use either 

the OEM, Full, or Gateway license version of RSLinx for successful operation.  RSLinx Lite will not work.  
Using RSLinx to perform those network transfers using an Allen-Bradley KT or KTX card will fail in 
Windows 95/98 PC’s, but work correctly under Windows NT. 
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5. When using a Modicon SA85 card for network transfers over Modbus Plus using Windows NT systems 
you will need to first install the Windows NT virtual device drivers from Schneider Automation Inc. (disk 1 
labeled “Modicon; SW-WVDD-INT; WIN NT OS DEV DRVR – Part Number: 043509325” and disk 2 
labeled “Modicon; SW-LNET-INT; WIN NT OS DEV DRVR – Part Number: 043509323).  Next modify 
three files, vcpxfer.ini in the Winnt directory, plus config.nt and autoexec.nt in the Winnt\System32 
directory as follows: 

 
• In vcpxfer.ini – Change the line “EnableModbusPort16=0” to “EnableModbusPort16=1” 
• In config.nt – Add the line “Device=%SystemRoot%\System\mbp16.sys 
• In autoexec.nt – Add the line “%SystemRoot%\System\mbp16vec 5c” (address 5c or 5d 

depending on the NetBIOS vector setting) 
 

Finally, in the Transfer Utility, set the “Software Interrupt (in Hexadecimal)” to match the NetBIOS vector 
setting specified above as either 5c or 5d; set the Adapter Number to 0; and set the Remote Address to 
“x,p1”, where x is the Modbus Plus address of the SA85 card. 

 
6. When attempting to transfer to a serial port that is already in use by another program the transfer will fail.  

The error reported when viewing the operation status is either “General Error” or “No 8250 Present”.  If 
this happens, shut down the other program and restart the Transfer Utility.  It the error persists, reboot 
the PC and restart the Transfer Utility prior to starting the other program.  On PC’s running Windows 95 
or 98 operating systems the following steps can resolve these port conflicts: 

 
• First right click on “My Computer” and select  “Properties” 
• Go to the “Device Manager” Tab 
• Double click on “Ports” and select the com port you wish to use for serial transfer 
• Click on “Properties”, then on the “Port Settings” tab. 
• Click on the “Advanced” button 
• At the top you should see a check mark in a line that reads  
• “Use FIFO buffers requires 16550 Uart” 
• DISABLE this feature by un-checking it and then reboot the PC 

 
 
* Communications Issues * 
 
1. A number of communication driver issues have been addressed with updated versions that are available 

from the Cutler-Hammer Technical Support group.  They may be requested via e-mail at address 
CHATECHSUPPORT@EATON.COM .  This is a means by which users may receive updates prior to 
new driver releases. 

 
2. PanelMate will fail serial communications with MicroLogix 1200 and 1500 models at 38400 baud rate.  

Set the baud rate to 19200 and it will communicate. 
 
3. PanelMate will fail serial communications with Cutler-Hammer D320 models at 38400 baud rate.  Set the 

baud rate to 19200 or 9600 and it will communicate. 
 
4. You cannot display byte data as 16 bit data in GE Series 90 PLC’s by using format/casting operators 

such as #S16 or #BCD4.  It will only display byte data regardless of the format specified.  The manual 
states that 32 bit formats are not allowed for byte data but doesn’t indicate that 16 bit formats are not 
allowed as well. 
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5. On DeviceNet applications with the PanelMate Power Pro/Series driver, the following issues should be 
noted: 

 
A)  The Change-Of-State and Cyclic Message Types are not supported. 
B) The DeviceNet driver does not support long integer (U32, S32) or floating-point data types. 
C) If a 1767 “Bus-Off” error occurs, the VCP unit must be taken off-line or reset in order for 

communications to recover. 
D) Two labels with the same MAC ID and same message type will cause the VCP to error with a 

“1758 data not updated for MAC ID(xx)”.  Only one MAC ID with the same message type is 
allowed. 

E) If a “1758 data not updated for MAC ID(xx)” error occurs where (xx) is the VCP unit’s MAC ID, 
and data is updating for all other nodes, check to make sure the DeviceNet Master is not sending 
more bytes in a Polled Command message than the VCP unit is expecting in the DeviceNet 
Label Table. 

F) Writing to Bit Strobed and Polled Responses of the VCP unit is not supported in the Maintenance 
Template. 


